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lar. Was it squared right up?) Squared right up. (Were the walls of the cellar just the
dirt?) Oh, some of them. Some of them, wood. But they'd be preparing for to build a
better house. But the one that was here, there was stone wall from the cellar up.
(And then the first log would be right on that stone.) Yes. (The corners of the
logs--can you remember how they put the corners together?) Oh, yes. They slapped
them together, you know, they'd notch them down with an axe. Indeed, they didn't
know very much about an axe, either, because they had no wood over there for to
use an axe. Of course, I don't know where they got the axes--they got them
somewheres. And they used to level them off and then plant the end of the logs,
you know, together. There'd be a little stick- DRAFTEX ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING &
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they called it "chinking"-- chinking between the logs, to keep the wind out, the
storm. (As you'd look at the front of one of these log houses--looking right at the
face of the house--how many windows and doors would you see?) There wouldn't be
many windows, anjn'/ay, 'cause glass wasn't very plentiful in the early days. But a
door--they used to have boards. They had what they call a rip? saw. You know,
they'd build this stand, oh, so high, you know, so you could stand under it. And
they'd put the log up on that stand. And they had a ripsaw. There'd be two men
down below, and one above, taking the saw up, and the others ripping it down, you
know. (Two would pull it down and one would take it up.) Yeah. Of course, the teeth
weren't for cutting, pulling it up. But down, you know. So, that's the way they made
boards. (And that's how the door was made.) Yes, out of boards. Boards they'd saw
with the ripsaw. (Were boards used anywhere else in those log houses?) Oh, they
might have been, in the floor. And soap wasn't very plentiful either, in those days.
They used white sand for scrubbing the floor. (Some floors would be this cut board.
What were some other floors made of?) Floors. Oh, made out of stone, slabs of
stone. And I saw over in Scotland a house we were to, and it was all slab stone, the
first floor. (If they had a cellar, what would hold the slabs of stone up?) Well, they'd
have sticks--trimmers they called them--running across, you know. (And slabs of
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